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and Hispanic Theology: A Case Study
Efrain Agosto
l’lurtl’ord Seminary
[l’lll'tlllc‘tkm
For a student of the New ‘l‘cstament who is also Latino, recent de-
velopments in biblical hermeneutics, such as the social scientific analy-
sis of the New Testament, along with the almost concomitant interest
in articulating a North American l’lispanic theology, make for some ex»
citing scholarly opportunities, Thi. y attempts to explore potential
correlations between these two areas, Specifically, I will pursue these
connections by means of a case study in the apostle Paul's first letter to
the Corinthians and the problem of leadership in that community.
Such a study will serve as a stepping stone toward relating New Tes-
tament social scientific analysis and Hispanic theology,
The impulses for this study are multiple and they serve to indicate
how New ‘l‘estament interpretation and Hispanic theology ofth relate
to each other in instructch ways. This author, a New York City-born
l‘uerto Ricun, took a route in his PhD, dissertation studies that was
inuenced, on the one hand, by the social analysis movement in New
Testament studies and, on the other, by his own experience as a Latino
church and community leader, Thus, I begin this essay with a descrip-
tion of that journey First, I will describe how work with inner city mi~
nority leadership inuenced the selection of a PhD, dissertation topic
in New "lbstament studie Second, I will detail how New Testament
social scientific methods became the vehicle for pursuing the topic.
Afterward, I will apply these motives and the methods to another
aspect of the topic‘wleadership problems in the Apostle Paul’s first let—
ter to the (.‘orinthians, Using the latter as a case study, therefore, I will
seek to draw some connections to the construction of a North Ameri‘
can Hispanic theology, concluding that one of the means for this con.
struction must be reading the Bible through Hispanic eyes,‘ as well as
through the eyes of the social sciences.
l owe this expression to lusto l , Gonzalez, “Reading the Bible in Spanish,”
iin‘mmz. (flirtation ‘lhmlngyji’oni n l‘llpt’llllliPrspnili‘no (Nashville: Abingdon Press,
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Part One;
The l’nfcssionnl and Acadcmic )om'mryof
One Latino New Testament Scholar
As a Hispanic American growing up in the inner city and in the
storefront Pentecostal churches of the city, I grew to know persons
who, while they lacked access to traditional opportunities for training,
and leadership, nonetheless exercised significant leadership roles
within the Hispanic Christian Church, as well as other community inv
stitutions, in the city When I began to work in the theological educa-
tion of such individuals, while at the same time pursuing a doctorate
in New Testament studies, l became, intrigued by the question: As a
student of the New Testament, and of the Apostle Paul in particular, is
there a biblical, and specifically Pauline, perspective on the issue of
ac( st: to and opportunity for leadership? By exploring who beca me a
leader in the churches founded by the Apostle Paul and what was the
social status of those leaders with respect to the strict, hierarchical
social structure of Grew-Roman society, 1 hoped to make a biblical-
theological contribution to the work of urban theological education,
including the preparation of Latino and Latina church leaders in our
communities, The doctoral cl sortation itself became only an aspect of
that, as I studied pa >es in Paul’s letters in which he commends the
leaders of his churches,2
The other motivation for my doctoral study, for the methodologi
cal approach to the study of leadership in Pauline churches, was the
social scientific analysis of the New ’I‘cstament, which was at its high.
point in the late 19805 when I started identiiying my dissertation
topic,3 At that time, scholars proposing this field of study emphasized
the importance of social approaches to New Testament studies.“ Robin
W90) 7:187, and his more recent work, Santa Hililm: ’I‘lic 811719Through Hispanii,
(Nashville: Abingdon Press, 10%).
lEfrain Agosto, “Paul's Use of CirccoARomnn (,ionventions ot Commenda—
tion,” PhD, dissertation, Boston U ersxty (Ann Arbor, Mic UN”, 1995),
‘ludeeti, my professor in the rst few years of doctoral study, before he re-
tirell, was Howard Clark Kee, one of the early proponents of the sociolo rical study
of biblical materials. See his Christian Origins in SociologinilPamper ‘ 67
Resources (l’hiladelph' Westminster Press, 1980) and waing the?
logical Approach to New Tzrstamml Theology(Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1084)),
‘Among these were Robin Scruggs, “The Sociological interpretation of the
New Testament: The Present State of the Research,” The Ilzl/le mid liberation: Politi-
cal and Social llermmwtics, edi Norman (Iiottwald (Maryloioll, N X; ()rbis Books,
1983) 337—56; and Howard C. Kee, "Sociological Approaches to New mont
interpretation: Survey, Critique and Proposal,” Knowing the Truth, 64», Don-k Tid-
ball/s The Social Context of the New Testament: A SociologicalAmi ys (Grand Rapids,
‘yos
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Scrooge, for example, argued that scholarship must move from merely
Studying the "theological and ethical affirmations” in the New Testa-
ment documents to an understanding of "the social reality of those
making such affirmations/’9
Among, the issues studied in this emerging approach was the ques»
tion of the SUCliil status of the early Christiane. From an early assess.
ment that the first Christians belonged to the “socially depressed
groups” of ('ireco-Roman society,0 the more recent movements of so—
ciological analysn in the 19605 and 19705 posited a broader social class
representation in Christian churches of the first century, especially in
the Apostle Paul’s churches, including Corinth, about which we read
that "not many were wiee, not many were powerful and not many
were the well-born” (1 Cor 1:26)." The “not many“ implies that at least
home in Corinth belonged to the more powerful social do 5 of the
first-century Grew-Roman world. Moreover, this discussion of social
classes and social Status interested me became of my own questions
with the social Mains of leaders within Pauline churches, motivated by
the question of the social status of leaders within inner-city Hispanic
groups. Here began the connection for me between Hispanic ministry
and theology and New Testament social scientific interpretation.
Another aspect of social reality that the social scientific study of the
New Testament posited was the issue oi social conflict. Gerd 'I'heissen,
for one, argued as Al'ly as 1974 that the diversity within the early
Christian churches, such as Paul’s congregation at Corinth, inevitably
lead to conflict, specifically in Corinth. 'l‘heissen posited that in 1
Corinthians we can “a leading, minority of upper/class Christians
at Corinth, over against a lower-class minority,” This had direct con-
: Zondervan, WM) prrwidvs a helpful book—lengthstudy of the major trends
and aurhon, of New 'l‘estamem sociological interpretation, Bengt liolmberg, Sr
'
Moot/and [111:New 'Hiumcizi: An AperMI (Minneapolis: Fortresg Press, 1990) begins
with a chapter reviewing the necesty for and methodology in the use of sociology
for New "l‘estdment studi The chapter concludes with a "Bibliographical Note"
of nineteen surveys, rev M and bibliographies in the tiuld, 1‘20.
“Scroggs, “The Sociological interpretation,” 338. Bengt Holmberg make.» a
similar point in his Paul and Power: The Structun‘ iif/iuihorlly in the Primitive Church
as Re tied in the Pauline Epiiglleg(Philadelphia: Fortres “rem, 1980} 5,
"Adoli l)e'*smann, l,.ixhi from (he? Ancimt N m Lust, crane Lionel Sirachen
(Grand Rapids, Mich: Baker Books, [965),
’ A, Judge was an early proponent of this notion of a broad social class rep
1‘ ’ntdllh in the early Church, in h" l , Social Pattern of Christian Groups in ilie
imc I’rolrgomcmi to the Study of New 'll’slamcnl Ideas of Social Oblin
Wee, 1960),
vgical interpretation,” 342, summarizing the argument
Stratification in the (.‘orinihian Community: A Contriblc5 herd Theiswn, "lint
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nection to my interest in leadership in the Pauline communities, for if
conflict ensued between Social cl c in Corinth, it must have im-
pacted the nature of leadership in this church community,
Indeed, the most fruitful works on leadership issues; in llaul have
been those that utilized social scientific approaches. One such work,
Bengt l‘iolmberg/s Paul and Power,“ specifically address 5 the related
issue of authority in Paul’s churcheo‘, lloimberg challenges those stud-
ies of Pauline leadership and authority that limit themselves to a theo-
logical approach?“ “The predominantly theological interpretation of
early Christian history, concentrating on the history of ideas, needs to
be balanced by a different approach. 1 have chosen to interpret the data
with categories taken from sociology, a field of scholarship seldom
used by New Testament scholars.””
Many more scholarq now rely on socia ; ientific study than when
Holmberg first wrote these words. The, approach took hold because of
its "aim to Show how the New Testament message is related to the
everyday life and societal needs and contex s; of real human beings” in
the ancient world,” which, of course also repreisents the interests ol’
sociology and other social science di. iplim uch as anthropology and
social pyschology” The goals oi social scientific analyse of the New ‘l‘es-
lament—to study the daily social life and relationships of real human
beings in the New ’l‘estamcnt literatureM-mi>tivated me in the study of
leadership in the Pauline corpus because I wanted to explore the nodal
status of the real life people who became leaders in Paul‘s church
ln Bengt llolmherg’s work, he applies a well—known sociological]
theory to the question of Pauline authority and leadership, l‘iolmberg
employs Max Weber's trilogy of authority typesmcharismatir, tradi-
tional, and legal”—~and relates these to the Pauline epistles. Holyiiberg
tion to the ciology of Early l’ielleniwtiit Christianity,” ‘l‘hi' Some! Setting of Pauline
(‘liristimiili on Paul, John H. tachutz, ed. and trans, (Philadelphia: Fortreee
Press, 1982lo9~119.
“See note 5 above tor the full citation,
“For example, l’lolmherg cites the excellent work by john ll. Schiitz, I’iml and
the Armioiiiyof/lpostolii’Authority (Cambridge: Cambridge Unive Prion, 1975),
strong on the theological issues: in Pauline authority, but with very little releremte
to the social realities involved.
? an! and Power, *3.
the Sociological interpretation,” 350
“lb of social science disciplinea particula y relevant to New 'l‘estament
studies ,
., ciology, anthropology, and social pygr ology) is auggcsted by Philip
F, hsler, ModellingEarly Clirisrimuly (London and New York ourledge, 1995) 3.
*‘ l'hese are succinctly de rihed in Weber’s eseay, "'lhe wciology of Charis-
matic Authority,” found in glish translation in ii. H. Clerih and LI Wright Mills,
From Max Wirlw: Ehbllyh‘m borrioloyy(New York: (’lxtord University l‘reas, W40)
245-52.
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argues that the early Church experienced a shift in the style of author~
ily that it practiced, Weber presented charismatic authority as that
style of leadership which is based on “devotion to the exceptional
sanctity, heroism or exemplary charaer of an individual person, and of
the normative patterns or order revealed or ordained by him?“ Holm—
berg posit that the charismatic authority type can be found in the
Jerusalem and Palestinian wing of the, primitive Church with that
Church’s dependence on josus and the apostles,
According to Weber, the opposite of charismatic authority is letY l
authority, which is based "on a belief in the legality of enacted rules
and the right of those elevated to authority under such rules to issue
commands,"“’ In his study, Holmherg suggests that such a description
can be applied to the incipient institutionalized church reected in the
Pastoral epistles, V”
Moreover, for liolmberg, Weber’s; concept oi routinized charisma
best explains how authority functioned in the churches ol Paul’s
undisputed letters. The second of Weber’s trilogy, traditional author-
ity, rests “on an established belief in the sanctity of immemorial tradi—
tions and the legitimacy of thooe exercising authority under them lie,
the traditionsl.” Somewhere between this dependence on traditions
and the dependence on the cliarisumtic leader lies the routinizaiion of
charismaW Indeed, Weber himself would argue that there is no “pure”
charismatic authority: As oon i: a charismatic group is established it
moves toward some routinizahon or institutionalization in order to
=“Max Weber, [fitmmnn/and So’n‘w An Outline of Interpretive Sociology,tram
and ed. Guenther Roth and Claus Wittich (New York: Betlminster l’resi, 1963) 1:215
(emphm ls minel
" Weber, Economy and Sotwly 215,
“However, l’lolmherg di mt form on the, l’astorals because, as he states, to
include the Pastoral; in hi xdy would ificantly change his conclusions about
the structure oi authority in Pauline churches (llolinberg, Pam! and Power, 4, n. 9)
See Margaret \4 MacDonald, 'l‘lm l’mzlmc Churches: A Socioliin‘mric Study of lliélilll'
iiwmlizizlimi in tin: Pauline mid Dmitri»Pauline Writing, Society for New Testament
Studieb, Monograph Seri w 60 ((“unhridgo: Cambridge University Press, 1988},
h extend: Holmberg’s Sugge, 'on about the l’astorals to a fuller study de—
xgrihing the gocial factors that made possible the movement from charismatic
authority to legal authority in the Pauline and post-Pauline churches, MacDonald
V
t sociology of knowledge and the theory of institutiona station for her
~r iv il’unlnn‘ Clzm'clirs, 1048), She argues. that in the church of the un uteri
- letters, the ground has already been set for the prom s of institutionaliza-
“ that will culminate in the more static and hierarchical church of the Paitoralx
~ i e dulurence between leadership style in the undisputed and disputed
»
i "re a is an intriguing,yissue that l‘lll’ll further atudy,
Mummy and Sm
'
ti, 215,
nherg, Paul and Power, lbl”3.
cl,
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stabilize and thus survive?“ liolmberg argues that at the Pauline stage,
before traditions (traditional authority) or rules (legal authority) fully
set in (as in the Pastorals), the charismatic authority of the icons stage
is being routinized or Channeled into the formation of house churches
and the ekklésia during, Paul's ministry}i
Furthermore, liolmberg adds his own term to the description of
this proce in Paul: "dialectical authority/’2’ This term helps show that
in Paul's churches all Christians had responsibili 1‘»; "in the building
up of the Church, in brotherly exhortation and correction, in discerning
the truth of the Spirit, in caring for other Christians, in mutual sub-
mission , i .,” but some had the responsibility of “being in charge.”
“All Christians are responsible for and to a degree capable of per“
forming these vital functions, but this never abolishes the need for
special charges or offices which are expected to entail a great degree of
responsibility and capability in these mopeds,”
Thus, according to Holmberg, the Pauline church emerges from
the phenomenon of Weber’s routinized charisma to function with a di—
alectical authority of the responsibility of all and the charge, or leader-
ship, of some.
Bengt Holmberg's work contributed to my disoertation because he
applied Max Weber ’ocial theory to the Apostle Paul and the lame of
church leadership, particularly the issue of authority. However, Holm-
berg’s specific focus on the concept and practice of authority in the
Pauline churches still left me with a keen concern for a broader per-
spective on the issues of power and authority in Paul represented in
the concepts and practices of leadership in the GrecowRoman world,
leadership differs from authority, for in the words of one sociologist,
“A leader can only request, an authority can require, . , , in leader.
ship relation, the person is basrc; in an authority relation, the person is
merely a symbol/’24
“Wider, Summit}; and Soriiziy, 246 246summarized in l’lolmherg, Paul and
Power, ‘lbl-C‘ii Holmberg, however, argues that Weber w ' too unclear and limited
with his concept of «intimidation, Weber saw the routini on of charisma primar—
ily as the product of economic concerns of the aha
‘
‘natic "stall," rather than a
more natural, unavoidable tendency, i.e., institutionali ition (16.15)
“ lbld., 183—8 in Ptllllil’h.’ Clim‘chc, l2w6, MacDonald has a helpful Critique of
charisma, routinization, and insititutionalization as presented by Weber and Holm—
berg.
"ll/iolmberg, Paul and I ‘ozwr, l‘l8w20l.
Z‘lbidn 199.
“For more on this distinction between leadership and authority we Robert
Bierstedt, "Authority," 'l‘lii' Serial (,trdvr, 3rd cd, (New York: lVch}raw-i'lill. 1970}
32940 (quote is from 31”). See also Reinhard Bendix, Min Weber: A); intellectual
Portrait (Garden City : Doubleday, 1967) 208.
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'lherelore, I proceeded to explore the historical issue of the nature
of leadership in the world outside the Pauline church, namely the
Mediterranean world of the Roman empire in the first century . For
this, i needed to employ a social scientific approach to New Te ament
interpretation other than sociology: sociovcultuml description.
However, the intellectual trip through Weber helped enlighten cer-
tain aspects of l lispanic-American reality, especially Hispanic-American
religious reality. Typically, Latino churches, especially in our urban
areas, tend to be Charismaticallyded churches, with a leadership that is
grass-roots, often lacking the academic credentials expected in North
American society. lildin Villafae has outlined the history of sacrificial,
grassroots leadership in the Hispanic Pentecostal Church of this cen-
tury, for example, in his book The l .ilwmtingSpirit.” Villafafie points out
that the Latino church as a whole has been “a seedbed for community
leaders,” both ministerial and lay, Like few other places in the Latino
community, the church has been the place where "the emerging
leadership in the Hispanic community . l , has been nurtured.”
Villaiane asserts that "few institutions in socith provide Hispanics the
interpersonal and political skills that are nurtured in the minority
church.”26 A question that emerges from Villalae's study entails the
impact of the gradual institutionalization of the Latino church, par~
ticularly in the last thirty years. Are we still a seedbed for emerging
church and community leadership? This is a concern for a Hispanic
theology oi leadership as well}7
80cm. Di: TRIl‘l‘lClN
Before moving, on to new developments in my search for under
standing leadership in the Pauline corpus by looking at a case study of
one of l’aul's churches (the Corinthian church), it is important to point
out the additional step I needed to take in my dissertation study with
regard to understand ing the social world of the Apostle Paul, I needed
a social description of Paul's world if I W’ ' going to understand the
nature of leadership in that world, I/listorians describe Roman society
as a highly structured, hierarchical social system with a few wealthy
and powerful at the top and masses of the powerless at the bottom of
25Fldin Villafane, 'l‘lu‘ Lifter/mi ? riplrit: Toward an Hispanic American Pentecostal
‘éncia! Llliiz (Grand Rapids, Mich; lzcv‘dmans, 1993) 89 402.
1* livid, 107.
T’See further discussion of future needs for Hispanic leadership in my essay,
’l’aul, Leadership and the lriispanic Church,” Seek the Peace of the City: Reflectionson
tlrlim Ministry, ed, lildin Villafaiie (Grand Rapids, Mich; Eerdmans, 1995) 1034.2.
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a steep, social pyramid, with practically no social mobility.” Access to
power depended upon several well-defined criteria, namely, wealth,
family origins, and occupation, Thus leadership and power were con-
fined to those classes that already had such status elements as signifir
cant wealth, Roman senatorial or equestrian rank, and bloodlines to
families with both wealth and rank. Ramsay MacMullen describes this
picture as "a monopolizing of leadership by a narrow circle, genera»
tion after generation. , . "
This, in a nutshell, was the world of the Apostle Paul and his
churches, How he and they addressed the nature of leadership within
their Christian congregations in the midst of this world was the topic
of my dissertation, by means of the study of one aspect of this
‘
\sue,
the commendation of leaders in the larger society and in Paul’s society,
However, one should note that, for the purposes of constructing a
North American lilispanic theology, Hispanics in the United States are
part of a society in which their access to the leadership ranks are also
limited, albeit in more subtle ways than in the Roman society. Indeed,
the struggle for access continues and should be a concern of Hispanic
theology and ministry.
in the next section of this essay, I offer some new developments in
my research in Pauline congregational leadership: the study of the
Corinthian correspondence (l Corinthians in particular) as a way of
getting at Paul’s response to the question of leadership and status, This
research, even in its preliminary stages, should also provide us with a
way of getting at our question of the correlations between social analy-
sis of New Testament documents and constructing Hispanic biblical
theology and hermeneutics
Part Two:
Paul, Leadership, and the Corinthians:
A Case Study in Hispanic Social llcmmnculics
lwrxooucnow
The first thing one must note about the Corinthian correspon'
dence, relevant to our study, is that Paul’s ministry in Corinth con-
fronts the urban reality of the first-century Roman world. Wayne
Meeks has shown that Paul’s world was an urban world:
“See, for example, Ramsay MacMullen, Roman Son“ 1 Relations: 50 M“, to All.
284 (New Haven, Conn, and London: Yale llnive Press, l974); Wayne Meeks,
The First Urban Christians: The Social World of tin? Ap,,,tlr Paul (New Haven, Conn;
Yale University Press, 1983); and P >ter Gamsey and R. P. Saller, The Roman Empire:
Economy, Society and Culture (London: SI’CK, 1987).
7“ MacMullen, Roman Social Relations, 101.
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Paul was a city person. The city breathes through his language, lesus’
parables ol' sowors and weeds, slmrecroppers, and mud-roofed cottages
call forth smells of manure and earth, and the Aramaic of the Palestinian
villages often echoes in the Greek, When l-‘uul constructs i1 metaphor of
olive trees or gardens, on the, other hand, the Greek is fluent and evokes
schoolroom more than farm; he seems more at home with the clichés of
Greek rhetoric, drawn from gymnasium, stadium, or workshop. More—
over, Paul was among those who depended on the city [or his liveli~
hood?“
Corinth was perhaps the best example of the urban reality of
Pauline mini try, Cl "31 Corinth lay dormant for one hundred
years after its destruction in 146 mm, until Julius Caesar rebuilt it as
a retirement haven for his military veterans in 46 11mg. It therefore de-
veloped a reputation for having a mixed constituency with veterans
and former slaves seeking refuge and economic development, As a
port city on the Aegean sea, Corinth became economically prosperous
and thus a noveau riche city, It was characterized by diversity in
economi
" (tourism and service were its major commodities because
of athletic games held there, almost every other year), in socioeco-
nomic cla, i, in races and in religions, Despite this variety Corinth,
like any other (SrecooRoman city, imposed limits on the inter-mingling
of these various groups. Vocational, religious, and social associations
met homogeneously “like with like—«with the financial support of
upper class patrons as their only official contact with persons of other
llsocial Classc i
Into th cially and economically diverse urban area, the Apostle
Paul came in the early 50s to found the Corinthian church (cfi Acts
1821-3, 1245), Paul writes his rst extant letter to the Corinthians, can-
onical 1 Corinthians," ostensibly in response to various problems that
he hears about the church, both by means of oral reports and a
Corinthian letter to him (1 Cor 1:10-12; 7:1; 11:18). The litany of prob-
lems is wellAknown: There, is division in the church (1 Cor 1—4),sexual
immorality (5:143; 6:12-20), believers taking other believers to court
“‘Moeks, llrlum Cl: ans, 9, The rest of this chapter on "The Urban linvimn»
merit of Pauline Chris unity” shows other urban aspects of Paul’s ministry,
'” F n‘ additional information about the urban context of Corinth, see Gordon
. tla to the Corinthians, New international Cmnmentary on the New
iment (GI nil Rapids, Mich: hordmans, 1987) 14; and Ben Wit .rington Ill,
Conict and (immunity A Sociolx‘heloriml rmwnlmy on First and Smirle Corimlziv
ans (Grand Rapids, Mich trdmans, 'l993) , ,
" 1 Cor 5-, indicates that l Corinthia not Paul’s rst letter to th‘ congre-
gation, See Wilherington, Conflict and Community, 32863, for a discussion of the
history of Paul’s communication with his church at Corinth,
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((521.11),misunderstanding about marriage, singleness, and asceticism
(7:140), questions about what to do about food offered to idols (8-10),
and women praying in the church without veils (112246), There are
abuses of the Lord’s Supper (11:17—34),abuses of the gift of speaking in
tongues (12—14), and misunderstanding about the resurrection of the
dead (15). In short, the Corinthian problems would have been enough
to cause burnout for any modemday pastor!
Further, factoring in material from 2 Corinthians, especially chap;
ters 10—13, in which Paul fiercely defends his apostleship in the face of
opposing leaders in Corinth leaves one with the impression that
Paul’s relationship with the Lorinthian church was a stormy one, to
say the least. However, precisely because problems of leadership ap—
pear in both 1 and 2 Corinthians, one wonders if leadership is not a
core problem with this congregation, one, that somehow impacts all of
the other problems, In what follows, I wil plore this possibility in a
preliminary way by incorporating two socml scientific theories into my
analysis of leadership issues in 1 Corinthians, in this way, we come
closer to the overall purpose of this paper, connecting the social study
of leadership in a New Testament document to the i ues and concerns
of constructing a North American l’lispanir, theology.
‘l ConiMHMNs AND StXIIAl,S’1‘A’l’UH
I think that an interpretative key to 1 Corinthians, as I suggested
earlier, lies in 1 Corinthians 1:26, which indicatos the, social status of
the members of the Corinthian church: “Not many of you were wise,
by human standards, not many were powerful, not many were of
noble birth,” This is not just rhetorical flourish, but an indication ol' the
social class diversity among the Corinthian church constituency, That
not many were high status persons in the church means that at least
some were, Thus, as Meeks descrist it, in the Corinthian church we
have a “mixed bag,” socially, economically, and politically,“ Moreover,
given the strict division of classes in an ancient city like, Corinth, we
also have, again as Meeks describes it, “a violation of conventions,”
To have an association, religious or otherwise, with constituencres
from a variety of social classes violated the norms of Grew-Roman so-
ciety Did such a phenomenon, therefore, create, in the case of Paul’s
Corinthian community, a church with problems? "l‘wo social scientific
“I agree with most scholars who assume, 2 (,‘orinthiuns 1013 is a letter frug-
meni separate from 2 Corinthians 1 ‘3. See Victor l‘uul Furnish, ll Corinthians,
(Anchor Bible 32a; Garden City, N .Y.: Doubleday, 1984) 421533 for a succinct pres~
enlation of the various perspectives on 107- 13,
1“ Mocks, Llrlnm Christi/ms, 73.
~‘7lbid,, 7i.
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theories, as they are applied to the Pauline correspondence, will help
explore answers to this question.
On mm, or Two St‘K'TlAl, Suir ‘lll-‘llf "i‘Hiaoiurs
Social scientific analysis includes applying theories from such dis~
cipline.’ the cultural anthropology of Mediterranean societies today
to the Mediterranean world of the first century. ‘“ Among these theories
are honor—shame valueg and patron-client relations.
in ancient society (ass in many societies today), honor and shame
were core values. l‘lonor entailed society’s View of one’s estimation or
worth." Perception and reality were blurred here, but such indicators
of status as wealth, family lineage, con medium». with Rome (especially
in the case of cities such as: Corinth), and “cultural sophistication” all
determined how one was viewed in the eyes of others and, therefore,
determined one’s honor,“ Low status resulted in a low estimation of
one's worth—i 1., the opposite value of honor: shame
However, matters were not always clear—cut. The sociological the-
ory 0t status incoer ency suggests that although some individuals in
a given society may have high marks in one status indicator (L '
wealth, land ownership, occupation, etc), they may have low status in
another (Lag, gender, ethnic background, former slave status, etc.)
Persons of such mixed social status may have had a hard time being;
and feeling accepted (having "ascribed honor”) in a society like that of
the ancient Mediterranean world. Although they had money and land,
they were not accepted among higher class groups because, for ex»
ample, they lacked the correct ethnic background or they were former
slaves/l“
Many of the people named in Paul’s C irinihian lettern may very
well have experienced status inconsistency, A prosopographic review
of Corinthian namt ‘uggeg a wide ethnic diversity, including jews,
such as l’dul’s Mummies—Timothy, Lucius, Jason, Sosipater (Rom
16:21-23)~and Creeks, such as Stephanas (1 Cor 1:16; 16:15-18). The
M Bruce Malina is one early proponent of the application of cultural anthropol»
ogy to the New Tristament. Sea his 7m Ne" stmmrni World: insights/ram Cultural
Anthropology (Atlanta: John Knox Press, Will),
"For a basic discussion of honor as a core value ot many societies, we Julian
Pitt Rivers, "Honor," International Enrvcloprzdia of the Social Sciences (New York:
Macmillan, 1968) ($80341. For the biblical world 5p tally, see Joseph l’levnik,
“Honor/Shame,” Biblical 5mm! l/t/IIMUSand Thar Meaning: A Handbook, ed. john ].
l‘ilek and Bruce I, Malina (Peabody, Ma Hendrickson, 1993) 95-104.
“‘b’ee Witherington, Conict and Community, 23, for this litil oi status indicators;
see al§o Meeks, llrlum Christians, 73.
For a fuller discussion of this phenomenon, see Macks, Urban Christi/ms,
6157?.
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leadership in Corinth also included a low apparently well-oil individ‘
uals: Callus, whose home was; large enough for the entire church to
meet (Rom 1b223; 1 Cor iii); Cri Cria synagogue ruler (Ads; 18:8; 1
Cor 1:14); Erastus, apparently a city treaourer in C , rinth, mentioned in
Romans 16:23 and in an inscription bearing his name and official title;
and some independently wealthy women, including Chloe, who could
send envoys ("Chloe's people”~wl (for lzll) to inform Paul of the di»
vision in Corinth, and Phoebe (of (Jericliruae, a port city of Corinth),
whom l’aul calls a diakonos of the church and a patron ol his work
(Rom 16:1, 2).w
Anthony Bldsi concludes from this inventory of Corinthian names
that “the 'idence points to a wide spectrum of exalted and humble
positions held by Corinthian Christiana, a9 well as to smne ethnic dil
versity (Latin, Greek, Jewinh)?“ Wayne Me Qua posits that this; mixed
bag—which constituted a violation of convention because women,
freed persons, slaves (normally, all indicators of shame ~itatuss in first»
century society) mingled with male, heath; ot household, patrons, and
slave owners (high slam»; indicators)~n‘iay have achieved some men“
ure of status (and, therefm'e, honor) as a result of their involvement as
leaders in the Christian moveman Deepite high status in some cate-
gories (home ownership, acquired wealth and Ullll ,5), some among?)
the Corinthian Christians may have nonetheless experienced ongoing
status inconsistency because of other c legories (gender, slave status,
type of work). Thus the Christian (fkklcbia, this. mixed bag which vio-
lated the conventions of homogeneity, was deemed an attractive alter.
native by them. The church gave the opportunity to belong and even
exercise leadership in a community that accepted them despite the in.
cons I‘ncies of their Status. The church may well have become a place
to find honor for some.“
The other important social theory a nd ancient core value to factor
into our discussion of the Corinthian situation relates to the practice of
patronage. Patronage entailed the reClPH’tClexchange of goods and
services between persons of higher and lower social status in order to
achieve higher status; (for both!) in we y.“ 'l'liose with wealth, prop-
“For discu ion oi these and other names mentioned in reference to (,‘orinth,
including the evidence for the aedileship ol laratus, see Antlmny ). lllmsi, lmli/
Christianity an n Sacral Muiwnmzr (New York: Peter Lang, H.188) 5059. Also see
Macks», Urli/ni Clarisiimrs‘, 5%63, who looks at the names in other Pauline corre»
spondence.
" Bla. i, hurl};Chrisiizmzty,58759,
“See lVth Urban Christians, 72-73.
“This lia. c denition, pliu an OKH‘il , Astudyof Roman patronage [min the
era of the New Testament, can he found in Richard Sailor, Persona} Frillltllil‘r’l'umlcr
the Early Emplh‘ (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1982).
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erty, and status were sought by thooe with less wealth and status in
order to secure client status with them. Clients, includng freed per-
sons, military personnel with little accumulated wealth, and the like,
sought higher status by attachment to patrons, who had access to
wealth, jobs, and other patrons looking tor clients.
Patronage was pch sive throughout the Greco—Roman world, es:
peeially in a City like Corinth which drew so many people, particularly
former slaves, in search of economic opportunity, To quote an older
study on thin phenomenon:
From the, parasite Lin-nothing up to the great aristocrat there was no man
{sic} in Rome who did not feel hither-ll bound to someone more power-
ful above him by the some obligations ol respect, or, to use the technical
term, the same obscquium, that bound the cx-Slave to the {nastier who had
manumitted him.“
Corinth, as a city recreated in Rome’s own image, was full of this
kind of search for status and honor via appropriate patrowclient rein.
tionehip ‘5 indeed, the question of patronage may very well have been
reflected in many of the problems Paul confronted in 1 Corinthians,
1 (iommmms 1 4 AND rm: Socmi 3113(be or l’Aiii ls HEADBKS‘HH’
The liret major section of '1 Corinthians (l Cor 1-4) begins with
the problem of division (lzlll—l2). What is; the nature of this division?
1 Corinthians 1:12 seems; obvious in its reference to a division over
leademhip: “What 1 mean is that each of you says, ‘I belong to l’aul’
or ’I belong to Apollos,’ or ’1 belong to Cephais’ or ‘I belong to
Christ.” Much has been written attempting to specify the nature of
these Corinthian
"parties," Some have discussed four parties (of
Paul, Apollos, Cephus, and Christ). Others have argued for divisions
over three leaders (Paul, Apollos, and (Iephas), Still others have sub-
gosted only Paul and Apollos, becauee the latter figures prominently
in several pastlagos later in l Corinthiaim The idea that there are no
{actions and that Paul is speaking metaphorically has also been sug~
“Jerome ('arcopiim, Daily Ml” in Amiml Roma: 'l'lw PUUlt,‘and "it City at Hm
l-lirtitof lln‘ Empire (New Hde1, Loon , and London: Yale University l’rens, 1940)
J hn Kingman Chow attempts to demonstrate the presence ol’ patronage
specically in Roman (. riuth, but much of his evidence is more empire-wide than
Corinth t ‘re Chow, "Patronage in Roman L, rinth,“ Patronage and Porter:
A Study t Social Nut/(mtg in Corinth (Sheffield: Sheffield Amdemir Pro», 1992)
ll-~82,
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gested,“ in addition, most of thee? have, suggested that the divisions
entailed doctrinal issues.“
However, for a variety of reasons which 1 will outline in what fol-
lows, i believe that essentially the division in l Corinthians is between
Paul and a core group of leaders in the Corinthian church. Their
division is fundamentally tied to social items, rather than new arily
only doctrinal matters, and that Paul's argument in 1 Corinthians 1- 4
lays the groundwork for his; Subsequent responses to the litany ol’
Corinthian problems. ‘8
First, after this initial reference to division over leaderehip, Paul
immediately moves into a discux ion of wisdom versua the gospel that
mes some very particular images of Statue—"Where is the wise man?
Where is the scribe? Where is the debater of this age? Hui; not God
made foolish the wisdom of this world?” (1:20) As we have, already
seen, the Corinthians do not consist of too many of such individuals,
although that implieb that there are Some (lzzti), Paul sets up a di.
chotomy, therefore, between these who are and those who “are not"
(12748). Yet ironically, from Paul’s perspective, the “are nots” do have
something to "boast" about because they have placed their trust in
Christ (1 :29—31).T hus, Paul begins to side, it seems, with those of lesser
status in the Corinthian Community in whatever division i5 taking
place
Second, following this reference to "those who are nothing,” Paul
begins to discuss his ministry in ways that Show his style of leadership
may be at the heart of the division in Corinth like the are riots, Paul’s
ministry has been exhibited without lofty word or wisdom and in the
midst of weakness, fear, and trembling (2: -S). l’le contrasts human
wisdom versus power of God, and human wisdom versus the Spirit of
God (2:642). He contras ’ piritual people vex; s immature people
(ZN-3:4). In each instance, the perception of too shness in the eyes of
‘1“ For a summary of all these pos ions, me John (K third, Thu Origins of Hm
Corinthians (New York abury Pres, 1965) 801W; Nils Dahl, (Tool and the
Church at ‘orinth According to 1 Corinthians LIO-«lZl Studies in Paul: rheology
for Early C [slim Mis ll (Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1977) 40431,
e summary ot i. uos in Stephen M. Pogolt‘itf, logos and Snplzza:The Riwlori-
cril Situation of 1 Cm'inlhiim5 ($81, l)i$5ertation Series l34l; Atlanta: Scholars Pres»,
1992) 3.
“The latter point i5 argued by Dahl, "Paul and the Church at Corinth,” 48, in
chapters 14, Paul attempts to “reestablihh l
"
authority as apostle and spiritual
father of the church at Corinth,” The social ; thizm prohlvnw are,
of course, discussed extensively in the emayb on Corinth in ‘ll‘leissen, 5mm] Suiting
in what follows, I attempt to he these and other sti‘ande together, it only in a sug-
gestive way, with regard to the leade .,hip problem in l4 and the other problems
l’aul addres‘ s in the rest oi l Coi‘ii‘ilhians.
E
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society belies the true wisdom and power that comes only from God’s
Spirit,
lo the context of this contrast, then, Paul again describes his leader—
ship style, adding one of those mentioned in 1:12——Apollos.Paul and
Apollos exercise leadership as servants, and not to enhance personal
status (3:51)) Service to (End and God/s building—-the church (3le—
l7)-~-l\as priority over status~ enhancing wisdom ( ,18—23).
Thus Paul describes an approach to leadership that was quite
distinct from what some Corinthians were used to seeing in the out-
side world and that some among them were trying to practice inside
the church. Paul’s subsequent description of himself and his leader-
ship in 4:143 demonstrates this further, He again uses servanthood
language (ll: l ). l-le indicates a measure of attack (“judgment”)
against his leadership (426) from some inside the Corinthian
church community, l’aul challenges these Corinthians that since he
and Apollos are servant leaders, they should not be “puffed up" or
“arrogant” about them, causing, thereby, a division between those
choosing one or the other as their leader (416%). Therefore, it does
seem that some among the Corinthians cited Apollos in particular as
a model leader for them, However, because of the way Paul elabo-
rates on the nature of his own ministry, Apollos may have a follow-
ing specifically because a group of Corinthians oppose Paul's
approach to church leadership.
Thus, Paul, while not opposed to Apollos per se, attacks, in ironic
tones, the type of leadership his apparent supporters espouse: “Al-
ready you have all you want! Already you have become rich! Quite
apart from us you have become kings!” (4:8), Paul contrasts this tri—
umphant View of leadership with apostolic leadership, which is full of
hardship (49—13),“ In this passage, l’aul refers to the wise and the fool,
the strong and the weak, honor and shame, Thereby, he identifies his
leadership as less honorable in the eyes of some Corinthians, precisely
because of the hardships involved (hunger, beatings, homelessness,
manual labor, etc), Nonetheless, Paul asserts that God accepts his
work and leadership, which, moreover, are worthy of imitation by all
Corinthians (4:16),
Thus, this anal sis of 1 Corinthians 1 —4seems to indicate that some
Corinthians questioned Paul’s leadership because it did not reect ap-
propriate honor, which could, in turn, add to their own honor, There-
"’l’lilrdship lists, in Paul illustrate his interpretation of apostolic leadership as
‘
ial. See extensive study of these in John T.
"
zgerald, Cr 2 an Earthen
An l‘xamirmlion oftlw (frahilogucsof Hardships in the Corinthian Correspom‘le‘ncc
(Atlanta: Scholars Press, W88).
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fore, they sought other, more “honorable” leaders, like Apollos, per.
haps for his Alexandrian rhetorical skills (Acts 18:24)?“ While some
Corinthians appreciated leaders who prm‘laimed the, gospel as a great,
new philosophy (1:17; 2143), thereby lending honor in the larger so
ciety to its adherents, Paul de “ribes a different type of leadership in 1
Corinthians l-4, one that entai s servanthood and confronts shameful
hardships,
For the most part in 1 Corinthians l»¢l, I’aul seems to address the
Corinthians as a whole, but, by the end of the section, his admonish-
ment about appropriate understanding of leadership focuses on a se-
lect few among the Corinthians, those who may very well oppose his
leadership: “But some of you, thinking that l am not coming to you,
have become arrogant, But I will come to you soon, it the Lord wills,
and I will find out not the talk of these arrogant people but their
power” (4:18-19). The language of arrogant («physiothismzl is typical of
the attitude of hybris associated with those seeking high status at the
expense of those below them.“ Thus, not only do we have indications
of a core group of these arrogant people opposing Paul and his leader~
ship in 1 Corinthians 1%, but they could also be associated with the
search for status through their exercise of leadership in the Corinthian
church, Indeed, their exercise of statu seeking, leadership could very
well be tied to several of the problems we encounter in the rest of 1
Corinthians, In the necessarily brief and suggestive outline that fol-
lows, I will explore this possibility, and also how patron-client rela-
tions in the Corinthian church could be, a source of the social conflict
apparent in that congregation.
THE LEADERSHIP or l’ArRONs AND my: 1,1 mm or PROBLEMS CoitIN‘iH
Paul follows his disriission of the, arrogant in 1 Corinthians 4zl8
with a similar designation of those who are tolerating the man sleep/
ing with his step-mother in l Corinthians 5: "And you are arrogant”
(5:2), Could the same people who are the arrogant in their opposition
to Paul be the same arrogant people tolerating immorality in their
midst? An affirmative answer to this ques in would further suggest,
moreover, a connection between the leader ip opposition facing Paul
in 1 Corinthians 1—4 and the problems which follow in 1 Corinthians
SW6, 8-lll, and, especially, ‘l lzl7~34i
mAlthough caution must be taken when using Acts’ rlescri ilion of Paul and
his colleagues, in this case most commentators agree that the description oi Apollos
in Acts 18:24 fits with the exigence ot 1 Corinthians l»»«i. See, for example, Mocks,
Urban Christians, 117v 8; and, especially, l’ogolofi, Logos 11m] Sophia, Hill-V90, who
shows the appeal of Alexandr-mo rhetoric as a status symhol,
“As argued convincingly by l’ogoloil, Urges and Sophia, 2280i.
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in a study that explores these que; ’ons, lohn Kinginan Chow em»
plnys the social theories of patronage and social networks"Z to show
how the immoral man in ,1 Corinthians 5 probably belonged to the
some social ch ‘ the arrogant and, therefore, the latter did not do
anything about him because he was “one, of their own“——a fellow pa.
tron.“ Obviously, l‘aul abhors this in the strongest of terms in l
Corinthian; 5:3»8. Moreover, as in 4:18, Paul seems to be confronted
with a similar, or perhaps the some, group of opposing leaders
likewise, Chow shows how taking brothers to court in l Corinthiv
ans 611-11 was another instance of status—seeking by Corinthian pa—
tron , For whatever reasons, some Corinthian Christians took fellow
Christian brothers to court. In the Roman era, only the well—off typi'
cally sued others in a Roman court, and then they only sued those less
well-off than themselves in order to ensure victory Only the well-off
could afford the courts and could afford to win in the courts Further»
more, winning Court cases was a sign of honor and added to one’s
social status, ln this instance, Paul, in ironic tones, suggests the shame
(him) and foolishness (61%) of those going to court. Thus, he denies
them honor and wisdom, their most precious commodities as pa-
trons.“
Further, l’aul appears to challenge these well-oft Corinthian Chris‘
tians initiating lawsuits with other, less well—off Christians to exercise
a different type of leadership, one more comparable to Paul’s: “In fact
to have lawsuits at all with one another is already a defeat for you.
Why not rather be wronged? Why not rather be defrauded? But you
yourselves wrong and defraudmand believers at that” (l Cor (117.8).
Paul’s earlier apostolic hardship list (i Cor 4:943) sets the tone for this
alternative approach to local church leadership, which perhaps entails
shame rather than honor in the eyes of society, but nonetheless brings
honor to God and the gospel, far as Paul is concerned: “Do you not
know that the saints will judge the world? . . . Do you not know that
we are to judge angelsw—tosay nothing:7of ordinary matters” (6:2-3).
“Social network analysis theory posits that individuals in a given society may
be, linked to each other throu 1h a variety of interweaving social groups, rather than
just one group. Moreover, it is in the correlation oi these linkages which determines
social behavior, Thus membership in a particular social class and in a particular rev
ligions a elation (0,3,, the Corinthian church) at the same time (along with other
members tips and associations) impacts behavior in a certain way. Network analy»
sis studi ‘ precisely that linkag 5t Chow, Patronage and Power, 3? ti.
“See ibid,, Bil-All, for d ‘u ion of the immoral man and p hie ties to a
powerful patron Lia» in the Corinthian church, especially 139 for the specific con
nection between Paul’s arrogant opponents in 1 Cor 4:18 and the arrogant of l Cor
5:2.
3’ For detailed dis sion of this interpretation, see ihid, l23~3tt
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A third instance cited by Chow of wrong‘headed practices by
powerful patrons in the Corinthian church entails the, problem of food
offered to idols (l Corinthians tiwltl). (lord Th , Men has pointed out
that meat offered to idols (1 Cor 8:13) was a delicacy of which only
wealthy patrons partook as a sign of honor.“ Perhaps it was the, church
leadership whom Paul, in ironic tones, called “per: us of knowledge"
(3:2) who partook of this meal and did so “at table in an idol’s temple”
(8:10, 2022). Chow shows how this could have been the practice of
those same powerful patrons, who opposed l- uline leadership (1 Cor
4:18-19), allowed the immorality of one, of their own (i Corinthians 5),
and took their fellow, but poorer, church members to court (st-ll).
Participating in temple district meals was a means of maintaining and
enhancing social class networks, argues Chow, and therefore a matter
of patronal rights and "business as usual/’5"
In his response to this problem in l Corinthians tiklO, l’aul ad-
dresses the implications of the gospel with regard to business is usual
among powerful patrons. The latter were in tact “shining against their
brothers and si ers," to paraphrase Paul (8112), and were refusing to
acknowledge it. Paul’s response in 1 Corinthians 9 in particular pro-
vides further evidence that church leadership in Corinth has gone
astray because of their efforts to enhance patronage networks in the
world outside the church. On the surface, in 1 Corinthians 9 Paul pro
vides merely an example of leadership that does not use i freedom in
a way that would harm "the weak" (8:13; 9:1, 445), However, the she—
torical impact of the passage points to a defense of Paul’s leadership
approach. l‘aul will not eat anything if it causes harm to a brother or
sister. He will deny himself marriage and a salary, and would rather
work at manual labor in order to preach the gospel at no cost to his any
dience. Ultimately, because of such a stance, the Corinthian patrons do
not View Paul as a viable leader because he does not take their patron-
age, but rather works at menial, dishonorable lob Again, Paul pre-
sents a perspective of gospel leadership that entails hardship. in 9:27,
he, talks about “pummeling [his] hotly" so as not to be “disqualified.”
in short, l’aul wants the Corinthian leaders who allowed immoralo
ity, initiated court cases, and participated in temple meals to pommel
Theissen, Social Stirling, 124» ‘32,
tr the details of this argon
r i, see, (how, Patronage mid pilim’l’, i-il ‘57.
, Ronald Hock, The Si '01 our: ({fl‘aulml’Minqu 'Il‘ntmut’mgand Apostle
ship (Philadelphia: Fortr ’r 1980), for a discussion of the role, of work in
Paul’s ministr The problem oft ‘tion because ot Paul' anro on financial sup-
port from the ",orinthians is stated more explicitly in l :7: “Did l commit a
sin by humbling myself so that you might he exalted because i proclaimed God's
good news to you free of charge?"
a I
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their bodies, like he does, and not partake of thone practices, which
may have enhanced their Status in the outside world, but did more
harm than good to the gospel and the noreelite members of the Chris.
tian community, With regard to the temple meals, l’aul writes, "You
cannot drink the cup of the Lord and the cup ot (lemons. You cannot
partake of the table oi the Lord and the table ot demons" (1 Cor 10:21).
in other words, participation in God's new community implicit a dif-
ferent relationship to outside associations Every believer, especially
the, leader, regardless of social status matters, must think first of one’:
new asaociations ' nd relationships within the Christian community,
The believer must first consider the Lord’s Supper and whose body we
out then, which may be diametrically opposed to business as usual
Tm: l’liolsi m or n it Irwin’s Stfl’l‘lZR
l’iiul returns to d discrtusion of ritual eating and the Lord’s Supper
in l Corinthin ' 11:17-34, w Th represents the clearest example, in all
of l Corinthia ‘ run between the haves and have riots as a
source of the, conict in Corinth?“ i’aul argues that the, lord’s Supper
is for the, whole community ("when you assemble as a church,” 11:18),
but once again powerful Corinthian patrons engage in business as
usual Class-specific meals are taking place (112021)
The reference to "those who have nothing" signals that the rich
members of the community (patrons) have their main meal; the poorer
members ot the community (clients and slaves) wait or come late, only
to be denied a main meal and left with the actual bread and cup of the
communion (11:2 l ~22)
l’aul otl't s the words of institution (the tradition) in order to re—
mind the Corinthian of the true meaning of the meal (11:23-26) and to
pronounce judgment ('ll:27~32) on those who would partake of the
meal without considering the well~beinpIof the entire community (re-
ferred to as “body” in 11:29)
From our perspective, Paul does not go 50 tar as to completely
break down longhelrl, deeply exited social divisions‘ At the end of
the passage he writes, “So then, my brothers and érs, when you
come together to Bill, wait for one another. it you are hungry, eat at
home, so that when you come together, it will not be for your condem-
nation” (11:; 34a, c‘mpltabissmine), Paul is concerned with the assem-
bly of Chris arts as believers for worohip, not with opening up the
homes of the patrons to regular egalitarian meals for the entire comA
inunity, tie, Suggests that they have their claw-spec ic parties at home,
but not L15 part of what they do as a whole community in worship
“hoe 'l‘heinsen’s essay on the Lord's Supper paswge in §ocml Swiiiizg,12146.
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Nonetheless, while Paul «.‘erS not go as far as our twentieth
century hearts would like, he does challenge, to a certain extent, the
typical patterm of ancient patronage and class division, Even for neocial
tmequals to celebrate a ritual meal around the same table in the same
social space presented a radical departure from busine as usual
Thus, as Chow suggests, in challenging immorality, litigation, and
idolatry, Paul questions the status quo in Corinth and the socially
powerful who maintained it and profited from itf‘w
Moreover, the point of all this is that the social and cultural analy-
sis of honor-shame values and patronvclient relations helps us to
understand much of the, dynamics that took place between Paul and
the Corinthians, as reected in 1 Corinthians. As Gard 'l‘hoissen sug
gests, with regard to the Lord’s Supper paosage, the problems of 1
Corinthians 11:17-34 were not just theological (in, the meaning of the
meal), but social as well, perhaps even predominantly social.“ Two dif-
ferent groups—~rich and poor, patrons and clientswbelonging to one
single community or association, a rarity indeed in ancient Greed
Roman society, created an inevitable climate of conflict. This, conict
impacted not just the practice of the Lord’s Supper, but other matters
as well, and caused division among a core group of leaders seeking to
use the Corinthian church experience for their own social status en-
hancement, and those whom they left behind, the “not many wise,
powerful and noble” of this great GrecoARoman city
THE CORIN’HUAN C ASE STUDY: CONCLUSIUNS
I would like to suggest, on the basis of these preliminary research
efforts, that a social analysis of the New Testament in the case of 1
Corinthians can help us detect a key problem in Paul’s relationship
with this church-a problem of leadership between Paul and the pae
trons In Weberian terms, Paul was a charismatic leader who organized
his; gospel converts into communities of faith. The leadership of this
community emerged naturally from the community's own con-
stituency, but some of those leaders, indeed a significant cure, it not
number, needed correction from their founder as to what was the ap-
propriate nature of leadership in a gospel community, Because Paul/s
communities were from mixed social strata, problems arose in the on-
going relationships of the members of the community Patrons be~
haved like patrons. and expected clients to behave like clients, Paul
argues that this was not necessarily so, especially because there is a
heavenly patron to whom we all equally belong
“’ Chow, Farmier and Power, 157.
“’Theissen, 50cm! Setting, 167
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Many questions remain, of course, {or this case study. How do we
understand unexamined pa ages in 1 Corinthians, such as 1 Corinthio
ans 7 and the Corinthian questions about marriage? At least we know
two things from that chapter which will not diminish our analysis
about the social diversity of this community: There, were slaves present
in this community (7:2l) and there were women who have joined the
community without the consent of their husbands (7:’lO-11)i These
women were also apparently exercising ministry in the church (11:2:
‘16). Paul puts ome control on them in that passage (they must wear
veils), but, mysteriously, seems to completely close them off from en-
gagement in leadership in 14“ 366 with an injunction to silence,“ The
whole issue of l’aul’s treatment of women must be examined as part oi
any study on leadership in Paul, especially 1 Corinthians.
Second, how does the problem of speaking tongues in l Corinthi-
ans 12—14 fit into our argument about social status and leadership in
Paul? Did the use (and misuse) of this gift have social status implied.
tions? Were the Corinthian patrons also claiming authority for them.
selves, not only because of their status in the outside world, but also
because of their spiritual power, reected in tongues-speaking? At the
very least, tongue speakers, regardless of their social status, abused
their power because of tongues, regarding other gifts as less spiritual,
In that way, tongues seems to have become another status—symbol
among some status-hungry Corinthian believers, As elsewhere, l’aul
proceeds to stop status interpretations of spiritual gifts,“2
Third, further research must address Paul’s responses to the prob—
lems of leadership conict, if indeed these existed between Paul and
certain powerful patrons in his Corinthian church, Moreover, it Paul
challenges the leadership of some, who may very well have been per-
sons of higher social status, does he, thereby, enhance the leadership
opportunity within his church of persons from lower social economic
class s? I suspect that Paul supports the leadership of the client classes
in his church, over against the patron classes, because the former have
proven to be correct about the, matters which have been reported to
Paul, It is wrong; to tolerate division between rich and poor in the
church (1 Cor 112661), the immoral actions of a believer, regardless of
his or her social standing (l Corinthians 5), and to take other believers
“See Antoinette C. Wire, Tim lutliizm Woman Prophets: A Reconstruction
through Paul’s Rhetoric (Philadelphia. Portraits l’rvss, 1990), who argues that the sub-
text for all of l Corinthians is Paul’s problems with tree, independent women and
their leadership in the Corinthian community,
“On tongues as status indicator, see Dale ll. Martin, "Tongues of Angels and
Other Status indicators," Mom! of tlxc American Acadt’my of Religion 59 (1992)
547—85),
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to court (1 Corinthians (xi-ll), it is wrong to partake of pagan ritual
meals and abuse the poor at the Christian ritual meal. Those of lower
social status were more readily forthcoming in questioning these mat-
ters and therefore Paul empowers them for leadership in unprece—
dented ways, However, such conclusions need further study and
evidence, no doubt with the :sistance of social scientific models of the
New Testament interpretation
CONN “Ci‘ioNs TO l‘lISI’ANtC Ti ini‘iir'xn’
This experimental, two~part journey through one Latino scholar's
research pilgrimage and social scientific exploration of 1 Corinthians,
the latter a work very much in progress, must end by making some
connections to the question of New Testament hermeneutics and the
construction of Hispanic theology.
First is the fact of pilgrimage itself, As lusto Gonzalez has argued,
Hispanics affirm that much of our theology and biblical hermeneutics
grows out of our joumeys as exiles and pilgrims.” However, i would like
to further suggest that we not only perceive the issues oi exile and pilc
grimage in the Bible as the result of our own exile experiences, but that
we also develop our hermeneutics and construct our theology through
the experience of journey. My experience with AfricanwAmerican and
Latino grassroots leaders prompted me to question leadership issues
in Paul’s letters, Moreover, in describing the journey, I also hope to
gain insight for all 0! us with regard to the practice of Latino hermeneu-
tics, in this case through the use of social scientific models of analysis,
Thus I believe that, for Hispanics, journey or pilgrimage is both a tool
of inquiry and a vehicle for construction,
Second, social analysis puts us in touch with those concrete issues
in the Bible that are closest to Hispanic experience. For example, the
urban aspect of Corinth connects in many ways with the urban reali-
ties ot many Latinos and Latinas, A social class understanding of l
Corinthians 1:26 resonates with many of us: Hispanics are counted
among the “least educated, the powerless and the ignoble,” of this so—
ciety, those who are not (11:28) and have-not (11:22), the sci—called weak
of 1 Corinthians 840‘ Nonetheless, God calls upon precisely “those
who are not to shame the strong," and “to reduce to nothing things
that are" (1:28), Hispanic theology must always be called upon to
speak for the marginalized, and Hispanic hermeneutics sues its modus
operandi in uncovering those truths about marginality and poverty in
the BibleM Thus Hispanic interpreters often resonate with those pas—
MGonzalein Santxi Biliiia, 9i 402,
‘“ Again, as pointed out in Gonzalez, Eli/mm Bibli’u, 317775.
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sages about the poor and the oppressed and with social theories that
help us understand those passages as well
'l‘hirdly, and related to the question of social theory, such values as
honor and shame and patron-c em relations also resonate with the
experience of l‘lispanics, A fruitful avenue of study remain in how
these values relate to Hispanic theology, The theory of status inconsis-
tency is certainly a phenomenon to which Latinos and Latinas can re-
late . ving a bilingual and bicultural reality as we do, many of us have
this sense of belonging to two worlds and yet not being comfortable in
either one, That is a form of status inconsistency. Fernando Segovia de-
scribes it as the experience of the other.
We are always strangers or aliens, the pcrmament "others" both where
we came from and where we find ourselves, As such, we find ourselves,
always defined by somebody elsewin our traditional world by those
whom we left behind and in our present world by those with whom
we live; silenced and speechle —without an nutochthunous, self‘
conscious, and firm voice; and without a home of our ownexcluded
and condemned by such external definitions and such lack of voice."6
Moreover, i agree with Segovia that this sense of “otherness” must find
its voice and identity in constructive and creative engagements, inv
dueling the theological and hermeneutical enterprise As Segovia sug—
gests, because we have status, however inconsistent and lowly, in two
worlds, we also know both worlds and "know how to proceed, at a
moment's notice, from one world to the next/’6"
This is why I think, given our ease in two worlds, our status as oth—
ers in both worlds, a Latino hermeneutics seeks to detect the sense of
otherness in our biblical texts, Thus, 1 argue, for example! that diver
gent perspectives on leadership is at the core of Paul's problems with
the Corinthians. There is ti sense of otherness in Paul’s attitude toward
leadership with which the Corinthian patrons clashed, given their
status quo attitude. My experience of the otherness of grassroots
leadership in inner city block and Latino communities prompted me
even more to see this phenomenon in the Pauline texts, Thus, to para.
phrase Segovia, my otherness as reader resonated with the otherness
of the biblical text on this matter of leadership and social status.
This brings me to my fourth and final point, which i have stated
elsewhere in this paper: one of the projects for a Latina/lulino theol-
liernnndo Segovia, "‘l‘owarrl a Hermeneutic of the Diaspora: A Hermeneu—
tics oi Otherness and Engagement,” Readingfrmn this Place, Volume 1: Social Location
and Biblical Interpretation in the United States, ed. Fernando Segovia and Mary Ann
lolliert (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1995) 57 73, quote from M,
“h Ibidt, 65.
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ogy is to develop a theology of leadership (or our churches and cum—
mum As more and more Latinos have access to a measure of
leadership status in this North American society, we need to exercrse
such leadership in the spirit of justice and liberation for those among
us which this society continues to ignore and leave behind in its uniust
status structures Toward this end, we need a theology of just leader.
ship and we also need continued efforts to mine the biblical text for
models of servant leadership As Segovia says, in biblical study we
must employ whatever "literary and sociocultural methodologies” are
available to us, as well as those sixiocultural resources from our own
social location, including our othernes“ “7 Latino and Latina leaders
should always question society’s definitions of who and how one be-
comes a leader and what a leader is, That, i believe, is a Pauline legacy,
and one worthy of further exploration in our biblical and theological
work
This concludes my modest effort, a work in progress to describe
one Latino’s hermeneutical pilgrimage, as well as make some, connec-
tions of that personal and research journey to the ongoing proiect of
constructing our own Hispanic theology.
“Haiti, 69—34).
